The Bodyguard

Natasha Chamberlain is a young, single office manager who dreams of becoming an
investigator. Offered the opportunity to act as bodyguard to computer genius/multimillionaire
Roger Valentine while posing as his girlfriend, she jumps at the chance, hoping she can use
this as a stepping stone into her firms investigative department.Jonce Striker, founding partner
of Investigative Services, Inc., does not know what he has let himself in for by suggesting
Natasha play bodyguard to his good friend, Roger. From the first outing, when Natasha
mistakes an extended lighter for a gun and creates chaos at a banquet given in Rogers honor,
she causes Striker nothing but consternation and agitation. Natasha is overzealous in
protecting Roger and manages to bungle three separate attempts by an extortionist to collect
money from Roger while driving Striker crazy with her zaniness.Things turn serious when
Roger and Natasha are fired upon while playing golf. Who is trying to kill Roger, and why? Is
it the same person trying to extort money or someone else? Laugh out loud at Natashas antics
as she stumbles her way through the investigation.
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Hit TV series Bodyguard is now on Netflix â€“ but can the BBC series be a hit abroad as well
as in the UK? The six-part political thriller tells the.
Directed by Mick Jackson. With Kevin Costner, Whitney Houston, Gary Kemp, Bill Cobbs. A
former Secret Service agent takes on the job of bodyguard to an R&B. Matthew Stagg and
Bella Padden in Bodyguard () Anjli Mohindra in Bodyguard () Richard Madden in Bodyguard
() Keeley Hawes and RichardÂ ?Full Cast & Crew - ?Episodes - ?Bodyguard () - ?[OV] from
Bodyguard ().
Everything you need to know about Bodyguard season 2, including renewal chances, cast,
release date and spoilers.
Rushed, weak, disappointing â€“ Bodyguard fell apart with extraordinary speed, betraying its
haste with almost embarrassing levels of exposition.
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